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GetSimple is an XML based lite content 

management system that is inteneded to be 

used on small business websites. 

GetSimple was born out of one designer’s need 

for a powerful yet simple CMS solution for his 

clients back in 2008. Today it has grown into 

the most respected and easy-to-use 

open-source lite CMS available. 

With 40,000 (and growing) downloads since 

�rst being released to the public in August 

2009, GetSimple has positioned itself as the 

goto product in the lite CMS niche.

GetSimple has a vibrant community in the 

forums along with dozens of developers 

submitting patches, suggestions and plugins 

everyday.

GetSimple also has created the Extend 

platform, which allows developers to upload 

their GetSimple related plugins and themes to a 

central repository.
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About the GetSimple Project

Testimonials from GetSimple Users

You deserve high praise for this elegantly 

coded software. -design7 [forums]

GetSimple is a very smart CMS delivering the 

necessary while not distracting with the 

needless. -wizzy [forums] 

I have to say that I am really amazed at how 

well put together this database-less script is. 

-Mitch [email]

We are excited to offer this new CMS option 

to our web design clients. -Pixelita Designs

This product is AMAZING. Can't wait to see 

where it goes. -crashfellow [forums]

This is a great tool for smaller sites and 

non-techie site owners. -schwoortz [forums]

Thanks for producing Get Simple. So far it is 

the best of the many solutions I've tried. True 

to its claim that it offers everything I need and 

nothing that I don't need. A very elegant and 

flexible solution. -Spike [email]
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